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Abstract 

 

An efficient arithmetic coder which using ‘Set Partitioning in Hierarchical Trees’ (SPIHT) algorithm can 

be used for compression of images. The SPIHT uses inherent redundancy among wavelet coefficients and 

suited for both gray and colour images. Significant compression ratio and throughput is obtained for a 

sample image of size 128 x128 pixels. 

DWT of an image leads to its representation in different scales in the form of Spatial Orientation Trees 

(SOT). The coefficients in SOT of an image DWT are encoded using embedded zero-tree coding which is 

proved to be the best image compression technique. After the transform, the lowest frequency coefficients 

concentrate most of the energy of the transformed image. The high frequency coefficients of different 

scales and orientations indicate the strong self similarity among themselves. These properties are 

exploited in SPIHT. The FPGA implementation of modified version has resulted in significant 

optimization in memory requirements and speed. Here we are using a modified SPIHT, i.e SPIHT using 

fixed breadth first search scan order .It can avoid rescanning of the coefficients and thus speed up the 

process. Also a new addressing method also introduced here which can reduce memory and speed up the 

process.  

SPIHT displays exceptional characteristics over several properties like good image quality, fast coding 

and decoding, a fully progressive bit stream, application in lossless compression, error protection and 

ability to code for exact bit rate. What most compression systems have in common is the fact that the final 

process is entropy coding, which is the process of representing information in the most compact form. 

After SPIHT context formation has been done. These contexts are used by the arithmetic coder. In 

arithmetic coding, a message is encoded as a real number in an interval from one to zero.  Arithmetic 

coding typically has a better compression ratio than Huffman coding, as it produces a single symbol 

rather than several separate codeword. Arithmetic coding is a lossless coding technique. By using 

arithmetic coding we can improve the PSNR value by 0.3-0.5 .So using both SPIHT and arithmetic 

coding, it will produce a better throughput. 
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